FARMVILLE RESIDENTS  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Big inits. in trucks
4. "The Hunger Games" fans, typically
9. Mobster John known as the "Teflon Don"
14. It made Pinocchio's nose grow
15. Object of many prayers
16. One score after deuce
17. "___ the King's Men" (Robert Penn Warren)
18. Highway interchanges
19. Round of shooting
22. Small battery designation
23. "Charlotte's Web" setting
24. Some winter battles
28. Long hauler
29. Blind segment
30. Agatha Christie's "The ___ Murders"
33. Green shade
35. "Julius Caesar" outfit
39. Tendency to overcompensate for a perceived shortcoming
44. Exaggerated story
45. Musical finale
46. Bambi's mother, e.g.
47. Gym site
51. Not yours
53. Turn-of-the-century Chinese uprising
59. The Huffington Post owner
60. "The Song Remains the ___" (Led Zeppelin concert film)
61. Permeate
62. NBA center who was a three-time MVP
66. Greek vowel that looks like the letter H
67. Scale-busting
68. Stand-up comic Leary
69. "Zen and the ___ of Motorcycle Maintenance"
70. Makes match up
71. Show flexibility
72. "Whatever" reaction

2. Italian city where Umberto Eco's "Foucault's Pendulum" takes place
3. Yo Yo Ma's instrument
4. Fast food restaurant with the slogan "Live Más"
5. Letter between kay and em
6. "Don't Bring Me Down" rock grp.
7. Like the battles in "Master and Commander"
8. Bundles together, as wheat
9. Classic arcade game similar to Space Invaders
10. "___ to a Nightingale" (John Keats poem)
11. Bread for breakfast
12. Alma mater of "Wicked" author Gregory Maguire
13. Tiny, informally
19. Staircase safety feature
21. Bugs on a highway, for short
25. Friend, to Françoise
26. Car with a bar
27. URL starter
30. Even the slightest
31. Pastoral sound
32. EMT's skill
34. Env. extra
36. "The ___ Man and the Sea"
37. Prefix with caching or graphic
38. Paul Bunyan's tool
40. Jet black
41. Barbershop item
42. "Garfield" pooch
43. Most macho
48. Big jobs for a maid
49. Pull an all-nighter
50. Spanish fleet
52. Street of nightmares?
53. Nincompoop
55. Caught congers
56. Letter-shaped steel girder
57. Beyond the fringe
58. Below, in poetry
59. "A Tale of Love and Darkness" author Oz
63. Key abbr.
64. "Cat ___ Hot Tin Roof"
65. Quick sip, as of brandy

DOWN
1. "Through the Looking- ___ and What Alice Found There"
2. Umberto Eco's "Foucault's Pendulum"
3. Yo Yo Ma's instrument
4. Fast food restaurant with the slogan "Live Más"
5. Letter between kay and em
6. "Don't Bring Me Down" rock grp.
7. Like the battles in "Master and Commander"
8. Bundles together, as wheat
9. Classic arcade game similar to Space Invaders
10. "___ to a Nightingale" (John Keats poem)
11. Bread for breakfast
12. Alma mater of "Wicked" author Gregory Maguire
13. Tiny, informally
19. Staircase safety feature
21. Bugs on a highway, for short
25. Friend, to Françoise
26. Car with a bar
27. URL starter
30. Even the slightest
31. Pastoral sound
32. EMT's skill
34. Env. extra
36. "The ___ Man and the Sea"
37. Prefix with caching or graphic
38. Paul Bunyan's tool
40. Jet black
41. Barbershop item
42. "Garfield" pooch
43. Most macho
48. Big jobs for a maid
49. Pull an all-nighter
50. Spanish fleet
52. Street of nightmares?
53. Nincompoop
55. Caught congers
56. Letter-shaped steel girder
57. Beyond the fringe
58. Below, in poetry
59. "A Tale of Love and Darkness" author Oz
63. Key abbr.
64. "Cat ___ Hot Tin Roof"
65. Quick sip, as of brandy